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17 Days Romania Tour (M-ID: 2279)
https://www.motourismo.com/en/listings/2279-17-days-romania-tour

from €2,219.00
Dates and duration (days)

Romania is unknown to most motorcyclists and therefore a white spot on the map.

Little is reported about the country, it offers the
Carpathians an impressive mountain world with rugged
peaks up to 2000 m altitude. Fantastic motorcycle routes
over small passes, sporty climbs, and plenty of vertical
meters through a wild landscape make this region a real
insider tip.

Known for the novel "Dracula" by Abraham Stoker, which
has since been widely filmed, many myths entwine around
the theme of vampires. But does the vampire really come
from Transylvania and what is it about the Dracula myth?
One thing is for sure: you will be able to answer this
question much better after this tour. It will be a journey
away from the mainstream and thus perhaps exactly what
you are looking for in this day and age.

We ride fantastic motorcycle routes on predominantly
asphalted roads. It can happen at any time that road
conditions change due to heavy rainfall or thunderstorms.
Such unpredictable changes may result in short sections
on unpaved roads. A good physical condition is necessary
for this tour as the route is very demanding. The motorcycle
should be in good technical condition and the tires should
still have sufficient tread pattern.

The way is the goal

The meeting point for our tour is in Passau. The evening
together gives us the opportunity to get to know the other
participants and our tour guide will make you curious about
the upcoming tours. Look forward to fantastic tours and
lots of new experiences.

Country typical, genuine, authentic

Original life in small villages and unspoiled nature with its
countless flocks of sheep and sometimes bears and

wolves - join us on an impressive journey through
Southeast Europe and its history and landscapes, which is
unique.

They have great names and they will certainly provide a lot
of riding fun. On the Transalpina we experience countless
curves and fantastic views over the Fagarasch mountains.
Spectacular access roads with numerous serpentines and
viaducts to the over 2000 m high mountain massifs await
us on the Transfagarasan Pass road. It is undoubtedly one
of the most beautiful routes in the Carpathian Mountains.
Mysterious and different

With this tour, we open some doors to countries that are a
little different and therefore also mysterious. What you can
expect from this tour is wonderful hospitality in every single
country, modern and typical accommodation, winding side
roads, and landscapes that are still pristine and unspoiled.

Whoever undertakes this journey will be surprised. Not
everything is perfect according to German standards, but it
is perfect and let's leave the German standard out, say YES
to country-specific conditions, let's look forward to a
journey that feels real because it is very close to people's
lives.

Our tour guide has been traveling these countries for many
years, it is his second home and he knows the conditions of
the countries, the routes and small places where it is
worthwhile to stop, which are not in any travel guide and
about which you will be telling stories for a long time. All
this makes this trip a real experience.

Without "if" and "but"

There are still countries in Europe that sound exotic and the
information is scarce. This is exactly what makes a journey
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so interesting. No matter what you have heard or read, what
we can promise with this tour is that no one will starve,
there will be a great hotel room every evening and every
tour day will be a good day.

Tour schedule:

1st day - Arrival day
Individual arrival in Passau until 18:00 o'clock
Getting to know each other and presenting the tours
2nd day - Day trip to Austria
3rd day - Day trip to the Donauknie near Hungary
4th day - From the Danube over the Matra Mountains to
Romania
5th day - Along the Apuseni Mountains to the Banat
6th day - Through the Banat to the Iron Gate National Park
7th day - National Park Domogled-Valea Cernei, dream
route Transalpina, Transylvania
8th day - Across Transylvania (Transylvania) to Sighișoara
(Schäßburg)
9th day - Fagarash Mountains, Vidraru dam, ski resort of
Poiana Brasov (Brasov)
10th day - Day off, optional half-day tour to Dracula Castle
Bran
11th day - Via the Carpathians main ridge to Sibiu, Păltiniș
(Hohe Rinne)
12th day - Apuseni Mountains
13th day - Day trip to Hungary
14th day - Through the Puszta to Balaton (Lake Balaton)
15th day - Day trip to the Gesäuse National Park
16th day - Return journey to Germany
17th day - Departure day
Individual departure
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Category Motorcycle Tour

Terrain Onroad

Vehicle your own motorcycle

Tourguide / Coach yes (guided)

Accommodation Hotel / B&B or similar

Flight to / from no, not incl.

Support vehicle (luggage/service) no

Level of difficulty medium

Customer payment protection yes

* PRICING Minimal without optional extras, see pricing

Pricing

per rider in a double room (the booking of a double room is only available for a booking
of two people. All single travelers are asked to choose the single room surcharge or
choose to share a twin room with another tour participant)

€2,219.00

per pillion passenger in a double room (pillion passengers cannot book without an
accompanying rider)

€2,039.00

per person in a single room (surcharge) €480.00

Included

14 guided tours with a German tour guide who is familiar with the country

16 nights with breakfast in carefully selected accommodations

16 typical dinners in the hotels (three-course menu or gourmet buffet)

Souvenir gift

Not included

Petrol, tolls, parking fees

Drinks, meals (if not stated separately in services)

Travel Cancellation Insurance

Everything that is not specified under benefits

More details

Total distance: 4200 km

Daily stages: 280 to 350 km
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Tour start: Passau (D)

End of tour: Passau (D)/ 14 change of hotel

Luggage transport:

No: There is no escort vehicle available for this tour. Each participant transports his luggage independently on
the motorcycle.

Difficulty Level:

Medium (SG 2): This tour includes many curves and partly also serpentine routes. The tours are a mix of tight
corners and long corners at normal speed. Some parts of the tour are small passes with tight curves, normal
gradients, and mostly winding routes, which require good eye control and the safe control of the motorcycle.
Due to the partly long daily stages, a good condition is necessary.

You will receive detailed information on the entry formalities and our stays in the individual countries with the
travel documents. As a matter of principle, no extravagant documents are required, as we move within Europe.

Our travel groups are deliberately kept small and limited to 8 motorcycles. The minimum number of
participants on this tour is 4.
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